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White paper

Interoperability in the CAT toolset?

Interoperability is the ability of two or more systems to communicate, exchange and 
process data without human intervention.

In the field of localisation, most people equate interoperability with the ability of exchanging 
translation memories across CAT tools without losing leverage. The effectiveness 
of interoperability is measured in leveraged word counts and is affected by four factors:

1. Segmentation - A segment is a translatable unit ending with a character defined
in segmentation rules. The character may be a punctuation mark (full stop, colon,
ellipsis, etc.), a line break, or a structure tag. Tab characters, soft returns and semi-colons 
are interpreted differently by different tools. Acronyms may also present a problem
with the CAT tool breaking up the sentence after the last full stop in the acronym.

2. Word counts - CAT tools typically count words, symbols and markup differently.
For example, the word “up-to-date” may be counter as 3 words or 1 word depending on
the system used. The sentence “Press the On/Off button.” may be counted as 4 or 5 words. 
Segments containing tags may also differ depending on the CAT tool but also on the way 
it has been configured by the user. memoQ makes it possible to add weight to tags,
either as tags or characters:
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SDL Trados Studio counts tokens as words. Recognised tokens are defined as:

•  Content not requiring translation.

•   Content which can be automatically localized by applying a translation memory. 
For example, some dates can automatically be converted to the correct format 
by applying a translation memory.

Markup tags, placeholder tags, numbers, variables, dates, acronyms and alphanumeric 
strings are all examples of recognized tokens.

The recognised token count includes the tag count, which means that tags do find 
their way into the word count:

3. Context matches - Terminology varies across tool but a context match corresponds 
to a 100% match that is also contextually correct. In most cases, context matches do not 
need to be reviewed whilst 100% matches do get proofread and sometimes modified 
because of context. Having a context match slip into the 100% match category because 
contextual information is determined and stored differently across CAT tools can be 
very costly.

•   In memoQ, when a translated segmented is sent to the TM, it is stored with its preceding 
and following segment. If the “simple context” option is selected when creating a TM, 
the same sequence of segments must appear in the file for translation for a Context 
match (101% match) to occur. If the “double context match” option is selected, 
memoQ also stores the segment ID number.

•   SDL Trados Studio only looks at the preceding segment. If there is no previous segment, 
other information is used such as the content type (for example, information about 
the segment corresponding to a header).

•   Like memoQ, XTM looks at the previous and next segments in the TM and in the file 
for translation. The inlines, i.e. tags, in the TM segment must match the document 
segment inlines.

•   Memsource is similar to memoQ in its context matching and lets the user choose 
between the “Automatic”, “Previous and next segment”, “Segment key”, and “No context” 
context types. If “Automatic” was chosen, the context type is selected based on 
the file type. Android strings, JSON files, JAVA files, PHP files, PROPERTIES files, 
to name a few, are all imported using the segment key as context. PO file are imported 
with no context, whilst other file formats are imported using the “Previous and next 
segment” context.
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4. Metadata - Metadata is defined as the data providing information about one or more 
aspects of the data. In localisation, metadata is used to store information about a file 
and its segments, such as the tool used to create the file, the source and target language, 
the segments’ creation date, modified date, the translator username, the reviewer 
username, versioning information, status, origin etc. CAT tools have different methods 
for mapping metadata and for dealing with unknown metadata.

Mapping is used when processing XLIFF (XML Localization Interchange File Format) 
files across CAT tools. The XLIFF file format was released by OASIS in 2002 in order to 
standardise the way data was transferred between the individual steps of the localisation 
process, whilst ensuring interoperability among the various tools used. XLIFF files are 
bilingual documents containing source and target segments, as well as any auxiliary 
data that relates to a segment’s match percentage, origin (whether it was machine 
translated or populated from a TM), and status (depending on the tool, whether the 
segment has been pre-translated, translated, confirmed, reviewed, approved or rejected). 
Although XLIFF is described as an open standard, CAT tools developers have deviated 
from the standard and have designed their own ways of describing and storing metadata. 
However, they do also recognise the need for interoperability and tools come built-in 
with mapping features for importing and exporting XLIFF files. The screenshot below 
is an example of the way in which memoQ makes it possible to import and export 
non-memoQ XLIFF files so that metadata is preserved in both tools:
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Metadata also applies to the TMX file format. The Translation Memory eXchange format 
is an XML specification for the exchange of translation memory data between CAT tools 
and was first released in 1997. The current specification stands at version 1.4. As with 
XLIFF files, although CAT tools are able to exchange TMX files, they do not store or interpret 
metadata in the same way, and using several CAT tools on the same project invariably 
leads to a loss in leverage.

•  memoQ provides the following options when importing TMX files:

- The first option is used for importing TMX files from SDL Trados Studio.
- The second option is used when exchanging TMX files created in memoQ.
-  The third option converts TMX standard <ut> tags into memoQ internal formatting tags.
-  The last option is used to convert custom tags used in other CAT tools into 

memoQ formatting tags.

•   SDL Trados Studio also gives you 4 options for importing TMX files and deciding 
how unknown metadata should be handled: 
- Add to translation memory - When this option is selected, the translation unit and 
the unknown fields are added to the translation memory. The field is added to the 
translation memory settings and becomes available for all translation units in the 
translation memory. 
- Ignore - When this option is selected, the translation unit is added to the translation 
memory but the unknown fields are not imported. 
- Skip translation unit - When this option is selected, translation units containing 
unknown fields are not imported. Skipped translation units are not counted as errors 
in the import statistics. 
- Fail translation unit import - When this option is selected, translation units that have 
unknown fields are not imported. Failed translation units are counted as errors 
in the import statistics.

•   In XTM, the focus is on setting imported segments as approved or not approved.

•   Memsource only gives the user the ability to remove tags during the import process 
if they are not Memsource-recognised tags:
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Experiment

The same file was pseudo-translated in memoQ, SDL Trados Studio, Memsource 
and XTM. The TM was exported from each tool, imported into the three other tools 
using the most appropriate settings, and the source file re-analysed. The charts below 
represent the amount of leverage obtained.

The source file was a standard HTML file taken from a help system. It contained 2 tables, 
bold formatting, 3 different font colours and 3 hyperlinks. The file contained no repeated 
segments.

Case 1. memoQ TM exported as TMX file and imported into SDL Trados Studio, 
Memsource and XTM

memoQ TMX Context 
Match Reps 100% 95-99% 85-94% 75-84% 50-74% No 

Match Total

Memsource 71 0 239 18 0 30 0 0 358

SDL Trados 
Studio

0 0 316 33 9 0 0 1 359

XTM 333 0 27 0 0 0 0 0 360

Case 2. Memsource TM exported as TMX file and imported into memoQ, SDL Trados 
Studio, and XTM

Memsource 
TMX

Context 
Match Reps 100% 95-99% 85-94% 75-84% 50-74% No 

Match Total

memoQ 0 0 276 50 27 0 6 0 359

SDL Trados 
Studio

4 0 297 15 36 0 0 7 359

XTM 9 0 304 0 27 0 0 20 360
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Case 3. SDL Trados Studio TM exported as TMX file and imported into memoQ, 
Memsource, and XTM

Memsource 
TMX

Context 
Match Reps 100% 95-99% 85-94% 75-84% 50-74% No 

Match Total

memoQ 0 0 282 67 10 0 0 0 359

SDL Trados 
Studio

0 0 310 8 0 40 0 0 358

XTM 0 0 336 0 10 0 0 14 360
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Case 4. XTM TM exported as TMX file and imported into memoQ, Memsource, and SDL 
Trados Studio

XTM TMX Context 
Match Reps 100% 95-99% 85-94% 75-84% 50-74% No 

Match Total

memoQ 0 0 275 70 0 0 14 0 359

Memsource 0 0 270 42 0 30 6 10 358

SDL Trados 
Studio

0 0 282 33 36 0 0 8 359

Experiment conclusion: 

•   The total word count was very similar across the four tools and only varied by 
3 words.

•   Exporting the TM from memoQ into XTM produced the best results, with many 
context matches being preserved.

•   The worst interaction corresponded to an XTM TMX file being imported into 
Memsource, producing no matches and low fuzzy matches.

•   The only TMs which yielded context matches when imported into other tools 
originated from memoQ and SDL Trados Studio, although the number of context 
matches for the SDL Trados Studio TMX file were minimal.

•   The Memsource and XTM TMX files produced no context matches when 
imported into the other tools.
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Found that interesting?

If you’re not already signed up to our newsletter, email marketing@thisisalpha.com 
to receive lots more great articles that will help you on your journey to going global.

Conclusion

The experiment above showed that direct interoperability is still very much an issue. 
However, even if all CAT tools were aligned, there would still be discrepancies in word 
counts because each user is able to apply their preferred settings to projects and 
translation memories. Interoperability would need to come hand in hand with specific 
segmentation, tokenisation, mapping and import/export rules for each project member. 
Interoperability issues are also being counterbalanced by the emergence of independent 
companies whose aim it is to promote and sell their tools and services to as many 
companies as possible within the localisation industry. This has become a reality 
because CAT tool developers are now releasing the APIs for their product. It is now 
possible to connect the TAUS Quality Dashboard used to measure productivity and 
linguistic quality to eight different translation systems (SDL Trados Studio, SDL TMS, 
SDL Worldserver, XTM, Lingotek, Memsource, Matecat, and GlobalLink). Memsource 
has plugins for 16 different custom machine translation engine providers; memoQ 
counts 13, both excluding Google Translate and Microsoft Translator. The proxy-based 
website translation solution Easyling will be integrated into the next major release 
of memoQ, making it possible to translate website content in context but within the 
much-appreciated memoQ translation environment.

As an LSP who relies on an in-house translation model, productivity is paramount. 
Not all CAT yield the same level of productivity, and online translation platforms, 
although on the rise, still have some level of catching up to do with the likes of memoQ 
and SDL Trados Studio. This is because translation is more than entering text into 
a designated field. Translation memory and termbase matching, keyboard shortcuts, 
tag handling and automated QA checks are all part of the translator’s toolkit and need 
to be in place in order to reach satisfactory productivity levels. We also believe that 
translators and reviewers will reach optimum speed when they work in a maximum 
of three main CAT tools and do not have to re-learn a tool’s features each time they 
switch project. This is not always possible because of client requirements, but this 
is nevertheless what we strive towards.
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